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COMPOSITION IS THE ARRANGEMENT OF VISUAL ELEMENTS 
WITHIN THE FRAME OF A PHOTOGRAPH

COMPOSITION



Snapshot IS JUST A 
MEMORY OF SOMETHING, 
AN EVENT, PERSON OR AN 
OBJECT

SNAPSHOT VS. PHOTOGRAPH



PHOTOGRAPH IS AN 
ARTISTIC INTERPRETATION 
OF AN EVENT OR PERSON, 
OR OBJECT

SNAPSHOT VS. PHOTOGRAPH



Composition depends 
upon:

-structure
-balance
-dynamic



line

Structural elements of photography

shapeposition
-rule of thirds
-balance
-point of view (pov)

-leading lines
-framing
-controlling the eye

-patterns 
-repetition
-negative / positive space



texture

n0n-Structural elements of photography

perspectivelight motion



-a composition is divided into  9 zones. 
These zones are produced by dividing the 
frame into thirds horizontally & vertically
- if you examine the grid, you have 3 choices 
for positioning a subject vertically: top, 
centre & bottom.  You also have 3 choices for 
positioning a subject horizontally: right, 
centre & left. Which gives you a total of 9 
choices
-these choices allow you to weigh your photo

Rule of thirds (9 zone grid)



Weighting a photo (9 zone grid)

Positioning the dominant subject in a photograph in a zone is called weighting. 
Most photographers suggesting placing subject on or around grid lines 

for maximum effect    



Weighing a photo (9 zone grid)
Some effects we can achieve by positioning:
-bottom weighting
-low angle point of view (pov)
-can appear dominant, aggressive or 
ominous
-bottom weighted also gives a sense of being 
firmly grounded



Weighing a photo (9 zone grid)
Some effects we can achieve by 
positioning:

-centre weighted
-static subject
-no leading lines, no looking space



Weighing a photo (9 zone grid)
Slightly off centre,
   Weighted toward the top
      Leading lines,
         Filling the frame,
            Texture, colour...



Using lines in photography
Line & shape are the building blocks of 
photography.

Control them & don’t allow them to 
control you.

They lead the eye of the viewer when 
exploring your photograph



lines

We have 3 types of line in photography, 
each imply a different mood or feeling

HORIZONTAL DIAGONAL VERTICAL



HORIZONTAL LINES
GIVE YOU THE SENSE OF STABILITY & RELAXATION



VERTICAL LINES
GIVE YOU THE SENSE OF POWER & HEIGHT ESPECIALLY IN 
PORTRAIT FORMAT



DIAGONAL LINES
The strongest type of line.

Use it to guide the viewer’s 
eye to the main subject.

Give the sense of 3D to a 2D 
photograph



Element of shape in photography 
The shape affect the photograph in 2 ways :
where it is = positive space
where it isn't = negative space

Composition takes care to make
the positive space interesting.



Shape- negative space 
What is the negative space?
The area between the
borders of the shape and
the borders of the frames
The closer these borders are to
each others the more
interesting the negative
space will be

Avoid distracting backgrounds
Work the scene to get your best shot



Shape- negative space 



Fill the Frame 

Photographers tend to leave too much ‘stuff’ around their 
subject. The viewer gets lost in the chaos and doesn’t know 
where to look. Less is often more



Balance in photography 



The element of balance Balance is an equal relationship 
between two things or more.

A photograph is balanced when 
various elements appear to weigh the 
same

That doesn’t necessarily mean they 
should take the same amount of 
space.



symmetrical balance 

Symmetrical Balance is an equally weighted subjects on either side of an axis. 
Often referred to as a mirrored image



asymmetrical balance 
Asymmetrical Balance appears 

as visually equal weighted 
subjects but they are 

Not identical or the same.



Asymmetrical
balance 



Radial balance 
Radial  Balance  is a visual balance 
based on a circle with its design 
extending from center. 
   - A star, 
   - the iris & pupil of your eye,
   - a wheel with spokes, 
   - flowers & many plants are  
     examples of radial Balance.



radial
balance 



Dynamics in photography



Dynamics
Dynamics are all about
movement. It is the
movement of a
viewer's eye as it
explores a
photograph.



Leading lines 
Leading lines refer to a 
technique of composition 
where the viewer’s 
attention is drawn to the 
main subject of the image 
by following the real or 
implied lines.



Leading lines 

Using Lines in a dynamic composition
In this photograph you feel the 
diagonal lines leading your eye.



implied lines 
Implied line is achieved if a 
person in a photograph is 
looking at another subject 
in it.

The viewer’s eye will 
naturally look to see what 
the other subject is.



Ideal dynamics Ideal dynamic,
1-Move begin with the most 
important subject 
(primary subject)

2-Proceeds to less 
Important ones 
(secondary subjects)

3-Makes a full circle back to the 
primary subject again



Poorly composed photos -The eye of the viewer may stuck 
on one of the secondary objects

-the leading lines take you in
Different or random directions

-the subject has little room to 
move around the frame… centre 
weighted and poor negative space 
choices.



How to control the dynamic of a photograph
-Try to arrange subjects in the frame

-Try to make the main subject large

-Try to make it close (foreground)

-Try to make your main subject 
different than the background by high 
contrast colours

-Use lines to guide the viewer



Quick tips Don’t shoot 
Back lit unless you are
Trying to achieve a 
Silhouette effect



Quick tips Don’t crop At the joints. The key is, if It bends, 
don’t crop it.Eg. knees, ankles, elbows,wrists



Good crops


